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Additional hardware you will need:

SPEAKER HOLDER

7 or 8 - 1/4" - 20 threaded rods 24" long
a box of 1/4" nuts
a bag of 1/4" lock washers
a box of #10
24 - 1/4" couplers
2 - 1/4", 2 1/2" long machine bolts
4 - 1/4", 2" long machine bolts
20 - 1/4", 1" long machine bolts
4 - #10 1/2" wood screws (frame near
shoulder motors to keep them from
busting through to the motor)
a box of #10 1 1/2" wood screws
a box of #10 1" wood screws
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Before we start putting the main part of the A&A frame together,
there are a few parts that we should assemble right off the bat.
These parts are the Styrene boxes, the arm carrier, and the back
door, as show below.

Once we have these three components assembled, we can focus
on assembling the rest of the frame.
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We are now going to construct the styrene boxes. These boxes will be mounted
onto the front of the frame and serve as storage compartments.
You should have the following styrene pieces:

We'll start with the right side compartment. For this assembly, you'll
need the following pieces.
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Here are the pieces laid out ready to be assembled.

The pieces should be assembled and glued like so...

Since the insides of this compartment will be seen, make sure the surface
is clean and the corners and edges are glued tightly and appear closed.
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Next comes the assembly of the left side compartment. For this, you'll
need the following pieces...

We'll start with the inside pieces...

You'll need...

The pieces should be glued like so...
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Next comes the bottom piece...

You'll need...

The pieces should be glued like so...

Now we'll do the right side of the compartment...

You'll need...

The pieces should be glued like so...
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Now we do the top and middle pieces...

You'll need...

The pieces should be glued like so...

And finally the left side piece...
You'll need...

The pieces should be glued like so...
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Next Up is the arm carrier. This component is responsible for supporting the
utility arms.
You should have the following PVC pieces:

Vertical
PIECES
Bottom
MIDDLE
OR TOP

MIDDLE
OR TOP

The two short straight pieces are the arm carrier's vertical supports. The three
curved pieces are the horizontal supports.

We'll start with the bottom horizontal piece and work our way up.
The pieces should be oriented as show below. It's advised that you glue
these pieces together.

WOOD SCREW HERE

WOOD SCREW HERE
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NEXT ARE THE MIDDLE AND TOP PIECES. THESE SHOULD ALSO BE
GLUED.

WOOD SCREWS SHOULD BE USED ON THE BOTTOM OF THE CARRIER TO SCREW
THE VERTICAL SUPPORTS TO THE BOTTOM HORIZONTAL SUPPORT.

Here
Here
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The Back door is next on our list to assemble. The back door is an optional
component. if you don't plan on cutting the skins in such a way to permit internal
access from the back skin, don't worry about it. If, however, you do decide
to go down that road, continue on...
You should have the following styrene pieces:

We'll start with the bottom of the door. the bottom piece should be
oriented so that the door hinges in the direction of your choosing. it's
a personal preference. The power coupling holder should then be
inserted and glued like so...

Note that this view is from the inside of the door looking out.
The lower power coupling cutout is for an R2 unit. The upper cutout
is for an r7.
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Next COMES ONE OF THE SIDE PIECES. Note the orientation of the
side piece relative to the bottom piece.

We now add another horizontal piece. The piece has slots cut out
for the power coupler holder. if the horizontal piece doesn't line
up with the holder after inserting it into the vertical support, your
vertical support is upside down.
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We now add the last two horizontal pieces. Note the ends of the pieces
to determine which piece goes on top.

And now the final side piece. Now it's time to glue and screw. Use
4 wood screws (two in the top, two on bottom) to screw the
vertical supports to the top and bottom horizontal supports.
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The first step in constructing the A&A frame is countersinking the
holes in the top ring to match the Machine screws. Countersinking is
needed if you plan to use a Rockler(Lee Valley) type bearing for dome
rotation. Note the orientation of the ring in this picture. You can identify which side
should be up from the orientation of the holes in this picture.

Right Side, Smaller
Holes

Left Side, Larger
Holes

The holes marked below will be where the machines screws will be inserted for the
1/4" threaded rods. These holes should be countersunk to match the machine screws.

Here

Here
Here

Here

Here
Here
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The next step is to countersink the holes for the satellite motor brackets.
You will be using wood screws for these holes to countersink accordingly.
The holes marked below are the ones for the satellite motor brackets.

Here

Here

Here

Here

Here

Here

Next come the holes for the vertical supports.

Here

Here

Here

Here

Here

Here
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Next come the holes for the JAG stops. These pieces are a safety
feature to prevent the shoulder rotation from going beyond what it
should in case of a control failure. This should not be used to stop the rotation as it is
unsure how the material will stand up over time.

Here

Here

Here

Here

Next you need to figure out the orientation of the front and rear plates.
Since the plates are designed to only go on a certain way, you need to
assemble a few parts to determine the orientation. Start out with the vertical supports.

Note that the vertical supports have holes
on the inside that need to be countersunk. The
holes are marked below. Make sure you
countersink the insides of the supports and
not the outside.
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Now attach the plates. They'll only go on one way. All of the pieces
should fit together.

Before attaching the motor mounts, you'll want to countersink the
appropriate holes. The holes are on the outside of each motor mount
and are marked below. Test fit to make sure the satellite motor can
be installed to make sure you get the correct orientation before
countersinking.

With the plates attached, remove the top ring and install the motor mounts. You'll probably
have to remove either the front or back plate to get the motor mounts installed.
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The next step is to countersink the holes on the front and rear
plates. The holes to countersink are marked below. The countersinking
should be on the outside of the plates.

Next you'll need to countersink and mount the mid plates. The holes for
countersinking are marked below. The countersinking should be done on
the underside of the mid plate. You can also see how the stops are
mounted onto the frame.

The mid plates mount here.
One on each side
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Next comes the countersinking of the JAG stops. The holes for
countersinking are marked below. The countersinking should be done
on the outside of the JAG stop. We'll wait to mount them.

The next step is to countersink the holes on the middle ring. You can
identify which side is up by referring to the notches for the styrene boxes
below.

Countersink
Bottom

Countersink
Bottom

Countersink
Top

Countersink
Top
Countersink
Bottom

Use these notches to figure
out which side is up. The ring
should face up like this.
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Next comes the countersinking of the bottom ring. The holes are
marked below. Pay special attention to the orientation of the ring.
It's shown below as if it were facing up.

Countersink
Bottom

Countersink
Bottom

Countersink
Top

Countersink
Top

Countersink
Bottom

Countersink
Bottom

Countersink
Top

Countersink
Top

Countersink
Bottom

Countersink
Bottom

Now it's time to add the box sides. We'll start with the front pieces.
Notice the slots part way down on the front pieces. These are for
the arm carrier.

Before

After
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Next come the rear box sides.

Before

After

Let's now install the C ring.

Before

After
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Now we attach the bottom ring.

Before

After

Next we install the tops of the box side walls. There are four of these,
one for each side. Three of these pieces have notches to allow the
threaded rod coupling to pass through.
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Now we install the JAG stops.

Now comes the skirt ring.

After

Before
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Now we GLUE in the speaker holder

Before

After

AND NOW GLUE IN THE VENT BRACKET

After

Before
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Now we attach the utility arm carrier using two wood screws
that are inserted through the top ring.

Before

After

the Styrene boxes can be added now.

After

Before
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The very last piece of the puzzle is the back door. The back
door is attached using threaded rods. Threaded rods should
be added to the frame for extra support.

Congratulations! You've just completed assembly of the A&A Frame
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